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ABSTRACT 
 

Deterritorialization of the Internet and global communication technologies have sparked a wave of jurisdictional 

problems. Without an international authority, nations enforce their own rules on cross-border transactions. An extraterritorial 

approach has been used to enforcing EU data protection laws, including the Data Protection Directive (DPD) and the General 

Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). In order for the GDPR to apply, controllers and processors outside of the EU must 

process the personal data of EU citizens. A comparable regulation to the EU's General Data Protection Regulation is being 

considered in India (GDPR). India's government set up a committee of experts to study the country's data privacy issues in 

July of this year. As a result of the committee's findings, which included a recommendation for comprehensive data protection 

legislation in 2018, GDPR-style rules in India would have a substantial financial impact. The advantages of implementing 

a data security framework in developing economies like India should be carefully evaluated against these concepts. Research 

into the costs and advantages of data protection rules is needed, according to an assessment of the current literature. There are 

various GDPR provisions in the Personal Data Protection Bill, which is currently being considered. Constraints on the 

purposes for which businesses can handle data, as well as limits to ensure that only the data necessary to provide a service to 

the individual, are some examples of these kinds of regulations. The new laws also include requirements for data localization 
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and the installation of a data protection officer in each firm. The law, if passed, will provide India with a privacy and data 

protection framework that is cross-sectoral in nature. a GDPR-like data privacy regulation might have severe consequences for 

India, as shown by a thorough study of the literature, and the necessity for similar studies to be done in India prior to the bill's 

approval. Since it has the potential to have tremendous implications on key segments of the Indian economy, DPC's bill needs 

to be properly and critically reviewed. 
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I. STATEMENT OF PROBLEM 
 

Although both data protection and privacy are essential, and the two are 

sometimes used interchangeably, they do not mean the same thing. One is concerned with 

policies, while the other is concerned with methods. Data privacy is concerned with 
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defining who has access to data, whereas data protection is concerned with enforcing such 

limits. The policies that data protection instruments and procedures apply are defined as 

data privacy. Creating data privacy standards does not guarantee that unauthorized users 

will not have access to the data. Similarly, you may use data safeguards to limit access while 

still leaving sensitive data vulnerable. Both are required to guarantee data security. Users 

have control over their privacy, while businesses guarantee it is protected. Another key 

contrast between privacy and protection is who is in charge. GDPR's scope is rather 

unprecedented: it governs every element of personal data processing, carries substantial 

potential fines for noncompliance, and has the authority to punish anyone that manhandles 

such data for EU people. In this paper, we going to go behind the scenes to examine the 

true problems that organizations confront while implementing the GDPR. This takes into 

account difficulties encountered when working with the rule, the implementation process, 

and how compliance is checked. Our research strategy is based on literature but, more 

significantly, on in depth interviews with numerous organizations. The fact that major 

organizations usually regarded GDPR compliance to be acceptable is one of the key results. 

The foremost issues they encountered in their compliance efforts stemmed from the 

legislation's vast scope, questions about how to implement the qualitative suggestions of 

the regulation, and the necessity to map out the totality of their sophisticated data networks.  

II. OBJECTIVE 
 

The GDPR has increased public awareness of the need of data privacy in today's 

technology - driven world. However, the work has necessitated a significant amount of 
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administrative labour for many of society's stakeholders, particularly companies. Although 

it is disputed whether the enhancements to individual privacy protection are commensurate 

to the expenditures or not , there is a general agreement that the core components of the 

change are necessary. However, my analysis reveal flaws in the legislation as well as the 

regulatory agencies' preventive activities. Furthermore, my work also includes a 

comparative analysis on application of GDPR laws in India and if and how the PDP Bill 

will be in par with the standards set by the provisions of GDPR.  

 

III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
 

The research is broadly descriptive in nature. Secondary data is preferred in the 

study to evaluate the non-compliance issues of GDPR. It is comparative and analytical and 

the data is sourced from articles, cases, commentaries and online data bases.  

 

IV. RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

 

 

1. Whether GDPR is equipped to be the global standard for data 

protection? (issues and non-compliance)  
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2. Whether India can keep up with the standards of GDPR through its 

new PDP bill.   

V. INTRODUCTION: 
 

Although the phrases data protection and data privacy are sometimes used 

interchangeably, there is a substantial distinction between the two. Data privacy specifies 

who gets access to data, whereas data protection involves methods and regulations to 

actually constrain data access. Compliance rules assist guarantee that firms comply with 

user privacy requests, and companies are obligated to take preventive measures to secure 

users ’ personal information. Data privacy is a system of regulations that regulates how data 

is compiled and operated based on its complexity and relevance. Personal health 

information (PHI) and personally identifiable information (PII) are two examples of data 

privacy (PII). Financial information, medical records, social security or ID numbers, 

names, birthdates, and contact information are all included. In principle, personal 

information should be collected legitimately for a specified reason and should not be used 

for inappropriate surveillance or profiling by governments or intermediaries, neither 

should it be used for unrelated purposes without agreement. Users should have specific 

rights over data about them, such as the opportunity to acquire and rectify inaccurate data 

about themselves, as well as procedures for seeking recourse to protect these rights. The 

General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) is globally the most comprehensive and 

stringent privacy and security regulation. Despite the fact that it was conceived and enacted 
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by the European Union (EU), it tends to put responsibilities on companies everywhere 

that target or collect data concerning people in the EU.1  

On May 25, 2018, the regulation went into force. The GDPR will impose hefty 

fines on those that break its privacy and security rules, with penalties ranging from tens of 

millions of euros to millions of dollars. According to the EU, GDPR was created to 

rationalize data privacy rules across all of its member nations while also giving individuals 

with more protection and rights. GDPR was also designed to change how companies and 

other organizations manage the personal information of individuals who contact with 

them. Those found in violation of the regulations face significant penalties and pecuniary 

damage. The GDPR is built on 7 core principles outlined in Article 5 of the Act, which are 

intended to regulate how people's data can be treated. They are not rigid regulations, but 

rather an overall framework meant to spell forth the main goals of GDPR. The concepts 

are basically the same as those found  in earlier data protection legislation. The seven 

GDPR principles are as follows: lawfulness, fairness, and transparency, purpose limitation, 

data minimisation, accuracy, storage limitation, integrity and secrecy, and accountability. In 

truth, only one of these concepts – responsibility – is novel in data privacy legislation.  

 

 
1 European Commission. (2018). Communication from the Commission to the European Parliament, 

the Council, and  
the European Economic and Social Committee: A ‘New Deal’ for consumers. European Union. 

https://eur 
lex.europa.eu/legalcontent/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX:52018DC0183 
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VI. OVERVIEW OF GDPR 

Personal data is at the core of GDPR. In basic terms, this is information that 

authorizes an individual to be directly or indirectly authenticated from public data. This 

can be anything apparent, much like a person's name, geolocation data, or a distinct web 

username, or it might be something less perceptible such as Personal data might include 

IP addresses and cookie IDs. There are a few distinctive types of sensitive personal data 

that are given additional safeguards under GDPR. This personal data includes information 

on a person's racial or ethnic origin, political beliefs, religious beliefs, trade union 

membership, genetic and biometric data, health information, and information about a 

person's sex life or orientation. The most important aspect of what is constituted as 

personal data is that it allows a person to be recognized - pseudonymised material can 

nevertheless be considered personal data. Personal data is particularly essential under 

GDPR because the legislation applies to persons, organizations, and businesses who are 

either 'controllers' 2or 'processors'3 of it. The fundamental objective of providing standard 

data protection throughout the globe remains a pie in the sky. Because this aim has 

generally been viewed as a prerequisite for removing limitations on foreign transfer, 

transfer regulation will continue for the foreseeable future.  

 

 
2 Controllers are the primary decision-makers. They have total responsibility over the objectives and 

means of  
processing personal data. There may also be joint controllers of personal data, in which two or more 

groups decide how data is handled. 
 
3 Processors act on behalf of, and only on the orders of, the appropriate controller. GDPR imposes 

tougher  
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People use modern technologies for different purposes, including measuring health 

and fitness, keeping in touch with friends, losing weight, taking photos and reducing stress. 

In order to use these technologies, consumers sometimes need to enter a lot of personal 

data. Processing personal data may lead to risks to the rights and freedoms of persons. This 

is why the GDPR provides data subjects with rights and controllers and processors with 

obligations. The controller determines the purposes and means of the processing of 

personal data, while the processor processes the personal data on behalf of the controller. 

Next to regular personal data, the GDPR determines that some data are more sensitive. 

Data concerning health is part of this special category of data. Some of the data generated 

by using apps may be considered data concerning health thereby enjoying stricter privacy 

rules given the possible impact on a person’s life if this data were freely available. 

 

VII. GDPR AS GLOBAL STANDARD OF DATA 
PROTECTION 

 

The notion of GDPR as a golden and a global standard is commendable. 

However, regulations are meaningless without enforcement. And yet we disproportionately 

focus on the design of the law and far less on the implementation. Partly this focus is to 

do with the former being in some sense easier to fabricate with its clean theorization that 

is free of context. Conceptualizing a privacy universalism in today’s global data economies 

 
responsibilities on controllers than on processors. 
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is an inevitability. We cannot serve a global data regulation without assuming a shared 

privacy culture. While this standardization makes for a neatly packed set of rules to address 

the globalizing of data surveillance, the fact remains that when we deal with enforcement, 

culture becomes the essential translator. Enforcement comes with the demand to engage 

with culture, which is essentially messy, unpredictable, and often burdened with legacies of 

inequalities and distrust. Hence, this paper urges us to get messy and shift, temporarily, 

from the positionality of data-centrism and individualism of choice to that of local praxis 

that  

emanates from the history of power and resistance. This paper takes us out of 

surveillance/media studies and into the parallel worlds of social life to emphasize the 

networked character of surveillance and trust and the overlapping structures of govern 

mentality that transgress across institutional practice. I argue here to put the humble 

“locality” into central position without romanticism, as we see it span from empowerment 

to that of oppression. We need to recentre the “collective” without the essentializing of 

communal behaviour, driven less as an innate character of marginalized groups but more 

as a strategic necessity to resist massive apparatuses of surveillance. This paper also reminds 

us of how privacy is a luxury and how the need for freedom to be seen and heard becomes 

an essential ingredient for the vast and long-standing invisible populations to be seen and 

heard. And lastly, it situates the seemingly trivial “creativity” as that which is  

fundamental to everyday resistance. These micro-creative acts challenge the grand 

revolutions for a more realistic vision of the excruciating patience of these communities 

that strive to chip away at controlling regimes until the form of the normative order gets 

shaped in a way that is more humane and inclusive. Since entering into force a year ago, 
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the EU's tough data regulations have set The notion of GDPR as 'a golden and a global 

standard' is commendable. However, regulations are meaningless without enforcement. 

And yet we disproportionately focus on the design of the law and far less on the 

implementation. Partly this focus is to do with the former being in some sense easier to 

fabricate with its clean theorization that is free of context. Conceptualizing a privacy 

universalism in today’s global data economies was an inevitability. We cannot serve a global 

data regulation without assuming a shared privacy culture. 

 

VIII. GDPR COMPLIANCE ISSUES FOR COMPANIES 
 

Going into more details as to why companies find it difficult to make themselves 

GDPR-compliant, we’ll list several of the most prominent ones below. They are not 

mutually exclusive and it’s not uncommon for companies to have several issues from this 

list at the same time: 

● Staff training 

● Properly working with data subject access requests 

● Finding a data protection officer for each of the geographical subjects 

● Upgrading data security requirements 

● Allowing for data deletion per request 

● Vendor management 

● Data inventorying and cataloguing 

● Creating the “privacy by design” environment, and so on. 
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Of course, it would be unfair to say that GDPR compliance issues are the only 

effect of driving a company to being GDPR-compliant, far from it. In fact, there are several 

different benefits that companies acknowledge when attempting to meet GDPR 

compliance, such as less costly data breaches, a higher level of data protection in general 

(meaning less frequent issues in the first place), better efficiency in general due to all of the 

data being organized and classified, making it easier to innovate and improve over different 

systems, and more. 

 

IX. OVERVIEW OF INDIA’S PDP BILL 

 

Inspired by the GDPR, the PDP Bill was proposed in 2019 to bring about a 

comprehensive overhaul to India’s current data protection regime, which is currently 

governed by the Information Technology Act, 2000 and the rules thereunder. The current 

draft of the PDP Bill prescribes compliance requirements for all forms of personal data, 

broadens the rights given to individuals, introduces a central data protection regulator, as 

well as institutes data localization requirements for certain forms of sensitive data. The 

PDP Bill applies extra territorially to non-Indian organizations in the event certain nexus 

requirements are met, and also imposes hefty financial penalties in case of non-compliance 
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X. PDP BILL Vs GDPR 
 

The JCP recommendations on the Personal Data Protection Bill are in some 

aspects very similar to global standards such as European Union’s General Data Protection 

Regulation, but differs in aspects such as jail terms 

The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) has become a benchmark of 

personal data regulation and protection. GDPR addresses a comprehensive list of existing 

and potential issues regarding data; hence it is widely assumed as the working standard for 

data regulation. In fact, it has been used as a template for other countries striving to create 

their own data protection bills. 

India is the largest democracy, and currently, the fifth-largest economy in the 

world. India is one of the largest generators of data over the last few years. There have 

been calls for India to have a nationalized data protection law that was fulfilled in 2019 

with the Personal Data Protection Bill or PDP.  

While the PDP has clearly adapted GDPR in many major ways, there are also 

several important differences that serve as a contrast between the different prevailing local 

realities and the unique requirements of India. 
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XI. SCOPE 
 

The scope of sensitive personal data is much broader in the PDP than the GDPR. 

The PDP provision regarding critical personal data has no appropriate parallel in the 

GDPR. PDP names three categories of data- personal data, sensitive personal data, and 

critical personal data. The PDP authorizes the central government to define and determine 

the nature of critical personal data and recommend new categories of sensitive personal 

data. There are also provisions to exempt certain government entities from the bill. 

Unlike the GDPR, the PDP has provisions for governmental access of non-

personal data held by any data processor or data fiduciary for certain purposes relating to 

better delivery of government services and more effective policy-making.  

 

XII. OBSERVATION 
 

Dealing with any of the new or emerging privacy laws is a challenge for any 

organization, so the real question is how to manage all data consistently. Understanding 

similarities and differences between them can be helpful, but the ability to track and protect 

any data easily to meet any regulation, standard, security framework, compliance mandates, 

and of course the various data privacy laws could become one of the most challenging 

tasks for many organizations in the years to come. 
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While the GDPR does seem to be a template for the PDP, there are significant 

differences that make the Indian PDP a clearly unique entity. While some existing issues 

with the PDP are likely to be corrected as the bill evolves, it would definitely be interesting 

to see the implementation of the PDP and how different entities manage to ensure 

compliance going forward. Both place responsibility on the fiduciaries, such as building 

products that include privacy by their design and transparency about their data-related 

matters. The European Data Protection Board in the GDPR and the Data Protection 

Authority in the PDP Bill have some similar duties, such as dispute resolution and codes 

of conduct. 

 

XIII. CONCLUSION 

Data protection law in various countries was examined in this thesis, and India's 

preparation in light of the contemporary issues was also examined. As indicated in the 

scope of this paper, my goal was to cover as much ground as possible in terms of pertinent 

laws and regulations from across the world, while also ensuring that my country was 

equipped to meet worldwide best practises. India has become an appropriate nation and 

can be depended upon as a secure haven for both conscious and accidental TBDF after 

the IT Amendment Act, 2008. Data protection in India appears to be improving as a result 

of this study, which focused on the country's status. European Union data security and 

information assurance work is spectacular, both in the virtual and physical worlds. Since 

many countries throughout the globe have adopted legislation to safeguard their citizens' 
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personal information, the United States has been a driving force behind this movement. A 

thorough examination of EU rules and regulations is necessary to determine its significance 

and function in the EU. The EU's current data protection system can be better understood 

by looking at its past. Understanding the fundamentals of data security and information 

assurance can be as simple as looking at well-known court decisions involving data. The 

EU has traditionally taken a cautious stance when it comes to the transfer of personal data 

about its citizens or legal entities.  

 

XIV. RECOMMENDATIONS 

In light of the current situation, it is necessary to propose a few recommendations 

about data security that may be implemented in the Indian legal setup/regimen. Below are 

the recommendations I put forth based on my research so far. 

1. India's leaders and negotiators must work hard to portray the 

country as an appropriate international player. " Foreign nations are more 

interested in omnibus legislation, which will not go a long way, rather than 

pressing the parliament to establish a law of universal applicability with the 

term "data protection" or "data security" in its title. 

2.  In order to depict the country as the best in the world, it is 

necessary to portray the current system as robust and to enforce it, rather 
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than enacting a single legislation that covers all of the recognised sectors of 

the economy.  

3. Inter-country outsourcing necessitates an explanation of the 

theory of incomplete law mentioned in the thesis in the chapter on inter-

country outsourcing. Such a law, however, cannot be applied to all 

industries. 

4.  For people who have been victimised by privacy infractions, 

principles of enforcement, notification, and choice might go a long way a 

means of correcting the regime's flaws. For India's reputation as a nation 

that provides an inadequate degree of protection, MPs and officials must 

make concerted efforts. The fact that India is a secure and popular location 

for data outsourcing should not be overlooked; if more is done in this 

respect, it will stay so. 

5. As a society, we must create an "ownership of data" feeling 

and "imbue the general people with a sense of privacy". The necessity for 

data ownership has developed not just in this age of intangibles, but also 

because India has traditionally had a culture of personal rights.  

By building a culture of data ownership and a consistent data privacy framework 

for offshore agreements, the integrity of data may be guaranteed. In addition to ensuring a 

baseline level of safeguards across sectoral lines, such a framework would also close any 

existing loopholes. In addition, establishing such a framework will help Indian companies 

better understand the worldwide privacy requirements placed on them. 
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